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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.















Achievement exemplar for 91136 2015 Total score 10 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 3 

a) She thought that mobile phones are really convenient and you can do
things like send your friends a message and at your favourite places you
are able to use the internet. Her favourite game is called Kahoot and you
are able to play with everyone in class.

b) When the teacher is not looking and the teacher doesn’t listen my friend
does things like send a message and play games. During lunchtime we sit
down together but do not talk, everyone looks at their own phones.

c) She has decided to talk more with her friends. Communication is important
but talking is the best explanation. ?          .

2 4 

a) Line is easy to use and you are able to send friends messages.
b) Make a group chat and send messages; send cute and really convenient

stickers; make a photo album with friends; make lots of groups?
c) If you get an ID that you don’t know it is safe.
d) Use line to make a 3 people group.

3 3 

a) 1966 in order to sell Chicken ramen he went to America. However in
America chicken ramen is made in a bowl and not eaten with
chopsticks. 1971 cup noodles were made. Now: today in 80 countries

b) Because he thought Japanese people might want to eat them. In
America you see lots of young people drink cola and eat hamburgers.

c) Because the price is cheap and done in 3 minutes and you are able to
eat them.

d) No relevant information

(underlining represents misinformation) 
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Achievement exemplar for 91136 2015 Total score 11 

Q Grade 
score Annotation  

1 5 

a) Sayuri says that mobile phones are good and convenient. Can message 
your friends and use the internet in places you like. During class you can 
research various things. You can use your phone to play Kahoot which is 
her favourite game to play with everyone in her class. 

b) When the teacher was not looking they would use their phones and the 
teacher could not tell them off as they didn’t know.  Her friends did such 
things as message and play games on their phones. During break time 
Sayuri would sit with her friends but they wouldn’t talk to each other as 
they were always looking at their own phone. 

c) Sayuri has decided not to use her phone that often and to talk with her 
friends more as she understands that mobile phones are both good and 
bad. Thinks that communication between people is important and that 
talking is the best way to communicate with others.   

2 4 

 
a) Lisa says that Line is easy to use; the stamps are cute and convenient; 

has trouble writing Japanese so sometimes will just message a stamp. 
b) On Line can make an album which many groups do; in groups can 

message and chat; is free; can help practice reading/ writing/ listening 
and speaking Japanese. 

c) Line IDs are not known to others so will be hard for people to find you. 
d) Lisa and Yuka are going to use line to make a group to decide and plan 

an outing to Yokohama; Lisa has never been before.             

3 2 

The problem with this question is that the student does know the vocabulary 
and gist of the text but has simply translated it all in qA and has not 
transposed this information to match the information in parts b, c and d. The 
Standard is not just about translating but understanding the text and using this 
information to answer a variety of questions. This is both a lesson for students 
and teachers. 

a) 1966: in order to sell “ chicken ramen” Mr Ando went to America. However 
in America they did not have chopsticks in order to eat the chicken ramen; 
also did not have bowls needed to make the chicken ramen. 1971 cup 
noodles were created. Now: in 80 countries  many people eat cup ramen. 

b) He realised that young people in America were mainly wanting to eat food 
that is simple and convenient. He then decided to sell his noodles in Japan as 
he thought that young Japanese people would also want to eat simple food so 
he thought that his noodles would definitely be popular. 

c) Cup noodles are cheap and extremely convenient; only take 3 minutes to 
make; can stand while eating. 

d) Mr Ando did not give up easily as we know that even after all his problems 
he encountered, he didn’t give up and continued to create his instant ramen. 
We see that he thought about the problems a lot and tried his best to counter 
them rather than give up.  

 

 

(underlining represents misinformation) 




